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The rocker-bogie suspension system has robust capabilities to deal with uneven terrain because of its distributing of the payload
over its six wheels uniformly, while there is one major shortcoming to high-speed traversal over the planar terrain. This paper
proposes a new dynamic rocker-bogie suspension system with two modes of operation: it can expand the span of the rocker-bogie
support polygon to increase travel rate when the terrain is planar; and it can switch to its original configuration to move by low
speedwhen it is facedwith rough terrain.The analysis on dynamic stabilitymargin and kinematical simulation on the two operating
modes of rocker-bogie are employed to analyze and verify the rationality and effectiveness of the modification in the structure.

1. Introduction

All-terrain mobile robots are different from other ordinary
mobile robots, because they consider the effect of unstruc-
tured terrain and its environment [1]. Therefore, these robots
are designed to operate effectively on natural terrains that
may be sloped, rough, and deformable [2] and are used in
such fields as deep space exploration [3, 4], safety and rescue
[5, 6], and military and civilian application [7, 8].

In order to ensure that the task is successfully achieved, it
is a key issue to design and optimize the suspension system of
all-terrain mobile robots to improve its mobile performance.
Because of its robust capabilities to deal with obstacles, the
rocker-bogie suspension system is successfully used in the
Sojourner Mars Rover, MER (Mars Exploration Rover), and
the latest MSL (Mars Science Laboratory) [9]. However, the
rocker-bogie suspension system has still some shortcoming.
First, the average speed of operation is very slow. Second,
it makes the rocker-bogie system not suitable for situations
where high-speed traversal over hard-flat surfaces is needed
to cover large areas in short periods of time.

In pursuance of achieving a greater stability margin over
high-speed traversal without losing the original configura-
tion, a new dynamic rocker-bogie suspension system, with

two modes of operation that can switch between origi-
nal configuration and high-speed traversal configuration, is
introduced in this paper. For high-speed traversal mode of
rocker-bogie suspension system, it can expand the span of
the rocker-bogie support polygon to increase speed when
moving on hard-flat terrain or uneven terrain with minor
obstacles. On the other hand, it can automatically switch to its
original configuration to move by low speed when it is faced
with rough terrain and significant obstacles.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows.
In Section 2, we propose modification in the structure of the
rocker-bogie suspension system increasing the span of the
support polygon. In Section 3, we analyze the stabilitymargin
of the structuremodification by force-angle stabilitymeasure.
The analysis and verification by the Adams simulation will
be shown in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are given in
Section 5.

2. Modification in the Structure of the Rocker-
Bogie Suspension System

The rocker-bogie suspension system is a passive springless
and symmetricmechanism. Each side of the rocker-bogie has
a rocker and a bogie: the rocker is connected to the rearwheel,
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Figure 1: Rocker-bogie suspension system: 1, front wheel; 2, middle wheel; 3, rear wheel; 4, bogie; 5, rocker; 6, differential mechanism.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: The two models of rocker-bogie suspension configurations: (a) original configuration and (b) high-speed traversal configuration.

and the middle wheel and the front wheel are connected by
the bogie. The two sides of rocker-bogie are connected by
the differential bar attached to the main body, which ensures
that the six wheels are in contact with the ground all the time
providing a stable platform for the scientific instruments and
sensors, as shown in Figure 1.

The rocker-bogie suspension system is good at deal-
ing with obstacles and excellent traversability. However,
the rocker-bogie based robots must move at a very low
average speed to ensure the stability of traveling [10]. In
some situations, mobile robots mostly face slightly uneven
terrain with rarely significant obstacles on it. This is why
we proposed a configuration modification, expanding the
span of the rocker-bogie system support polygon to increase
the traversability. Nevertheless, when it needs to deal with

obstacles, it can switch to its original configuration without
losing its native robust capability. The three-dimensional
model of the original configuration and the proposed high-
speed traversal configuration is introduced in Figure 2.

As Figure 2 shows, the original configuration can only
rotate in a pitch axis located at the front part of the rocker.The
modification structure in the rocker-bogie suspension system
is based on adding a rotation axis over the Y-plane of the
bogie, varying the yaw orientation of the bogie.Therefore, the
new high-speed traversal mechanism can alter the position of
the outer support polygon points and increase the size of the
area in contact with the ground.

This modification in configuration can achieve a flexible
and efficient trafficability: one rocker-bogie system, two
modes of operation. When the mobile robot faces significant
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Figure 3: Planar force-angle stability metric.

obstacles, it needs to keep the original configuration and
overcome them with a low speed to ensure the stability.
When the mobile robot faces hard-flat terrain or slightly
uneven terrain, it will switch to the high-speed traversal
configuration by rotating the bogie over theX-plane, keeping
excellent stability when moving at high speeds.

3. Analysis on Dynamic Stability Margin for
the High-Speed Traversal Enhancement

As mentioned in Section 2, the new high-speed traversal
mechanism is based on adding a rotation axis over the Y-
plane of the bogie to expand its support polygon, making it
more stable and adaptable while moving at high speed. And
then, how many angles of rotating the bogie are optimal for
the required high-speed mode position? As it was analyzed
by using the Static Stability Factor (SSF) metric [11] and
verified by the Solidworks software simulation in [12], once
the system has rotated its bogies 45 degrees to the required
high-speed mode position, the rover’s support polygon is
expanded reaching a bigger contact area.

The SSFmetric employed in [12] is purely geometrical and
suits for analyzing and evaluating the static stability margin,
but it does not take any dynamic effects into consideration.
In order to further analyze the effectiveness of our high-
speed traversal configuration by dynamic stabilitymargin, we
select the force-angle stability metric [13] to replace the SSF
metric. This new metric focuses its stability criterion on the
tipover effect which occurs when a mobile system undergoes
a reduction of ground contact points due to rotation.

A planar example that highlights the graphical nature of
the force-angle stability metric is demonstrated by Figure 3.
The Center of Mass (CM) of the planar system is subject to
a net force 𝑓

𝑟
, which is the sum of all forces acting on the

mobile system except the supporting reaction forces. This
force vector subtends two angles, 𝜃

1
and 𝜃

2
, with the two

tipover axis normals 𝐼
1
and 𝐼
2
and acts along a line which

is at a distance of ‖𝑑
1
‖ and ‖𝑑

2
‖, respectively, from the two

tipover axes.The force-angle stabilitymetric𝛽
𝑖
is given by the

product of 𝜃
𝑖
, ‖𝑑
𝑖
‖, and ‖𝑓

𝑟
‖, as formulated in the following:

𝛽
𝑖
= 𝜃
𝑖
⋅
𝑑𝑖
 ⋅
𝑓𝑟
 . (1)

The system’s stability margin 𝛽
𝑆
is obtained by the

minimum value of 𝛽
𝑖
. For a mobile system, if we can increase

the value of the parameters involved in (1), the value of 𝛽
𝑆
will
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Figure 4: 3D force-angle stability metric: (a) original configuration
and (b) high-speed traversal configuration.

get bigger, and the stability margin of the systemwill improve
making the vehicle able to travel with higher stability.

The critical tipover stability occurs when 𝛽
𝑆
goes to zero,

that is, when any 𝜃
𝑖
, ‖𝑑
𝑖
‖, or 𝑓

𝑟
becomes zero. The angle 𝜃

𝑖

becomes zero when the net force is coplanar with one of the
tipover axes 𝐼

𝑖
, and this is the typical manner in which a

tipover instability occurs. If𝑓
𝑟
lies outside the cone described

by 𝐼
1
and 𝐼
2
, the angle becomes negative and tipover is in

progress. The distance ‖𝑑
𝑖
‖ becomes zero as the net force

is coplanar with one of the tipover axes or as the system
CM approaches one of the tipover axes. Note that these two
geometric parameters, 𝜃

𝑖
and ‖𝑑

𝑖
‖, together characterize the

tipover stability margin of the system [14].
Of all the vehicle contact points with the ground, it is

only necessary to consider those outermost points which
form a convex support polygon when projected onto a
horizontal plane, which is wheel-terrain contact point [14].
Therefore, we built the 3D force-angle stability measure
diagram of the original configuration and the high-speed
traversal configuration, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.
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For a consistent formulation, the 𝑝
𝑖
parameters are

numbered in ascending order following a right-hand rule
where the thumb is directed downwards along the gravity
vector; that is, the ground contact points are numbered in
clockwise order when viewed from above. The lines which
join the ground contact points are the candidate tipovermode
axes, 𝑎

𝑖
, and the set of these lines will be referred to as the

support polygon.
In order to increase the system’s stability margin 𝛽

𝑆
, we

should maximize the value of the product of 𝜃
𝑖
, ‖𝑑
𝑖
‖, and

‖𝑓
𝑟
‖. As shown in Figure 4, the force-angle stability metric

of the middle wheel is the minimum value, as we proposed
previously. Therefore, we select the middle wheel of the two
configurations as a focus point.

In the same condition, the value of the resultant force
that acts on the original configuration, ‖𝑓

𝑟
‖, is equal to

the value of the resultant force that acts on the high-speed
traversal configuration ‖𝑓

𝑟
‖. However, the included angle 𝜃

1

and the vertical dimension of original configuration ‖𝑑
1
‖ are

smaller than the values 𝜃
1
and ‖𝑑

1
‖ of the high-speed traversal

configuration; therefore, the stability margin of the original
configuration, 𝛽

𝑆
, is smaller than the high-speed traversal

configuration, 𝛽
𝑆
.

Based on the analysis above, the rocker-bogie suspension
mechanismhas a greater stabilitymargin after the high-speed
traversal enhancement, making it more stable while traveling
at high speed. Moreover, when the 45-degree rotation of the
bogie is completed, the rover’s support polygon is expanded
reaching a bigger contact area [12]. This expansion of the
contact area sets the rover’s Center of Mass (CM) inside
a bigger track base, making it more robust against load
transfers due to the interaction of internal and external forces.

4. Kinematical Simulation on the Two
Operating Modes of Rocker-Bogie

In paper [12], the two operating modes of rocker-bogie were
tested by the Solidworks software, using their multibody
dynamic motion analysis; thus, the data obtained of these
simulations was contrasted with the static stability margin
(i.e., Center of Gravity position) results.

In order to implement the kinematical simulation on
rocker-bogie system, we use the Adams software to analysis
and verify the two operating modes of rocker-bogie in two
predefined scenarios: Scenario 1, where the terrain presents
obstacles of heights smaller than the vehicle wheel’s radius;
Scenario 2, where the terrain is mostly covered in obstacles
that surpass the previously mentioned vehicle wheel’s radius.

Moreover, in order to comprehensively measure and
verify the tipover stability of the two operating modes of
rocker-bogie on uneven terrain, the rocker-bogie system’s
stability is expressed and evaluated in relation to each axis:
lateral stability (stability in roll), directional stability (stability
in yaw), and longitudinal stability (stability in pitch).

4.1. Simulation Results of Scenario 1. The 3D model was
developed by Adams, as shown in Figure 5. We set up four
segmented obstacles distributed on a flat surface, the height

Figure 5: Kinematical simulation in scenario 1.
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Figure 6: Vertical position variation of the vehicle’s CM.

Table 1: Simulation parameters of the rocker-bogie suspension.

Parameters Value
Integral dimension (mm) 2760 ∗ 2300 ∗ 1015

Total weight (Kg) 330 (no-load)
Wheel diameter (mm) 500
Wheel width (mm) 350
Damping 1.5
Stiffness coefficient (N/mm) 105

Dynamic friction coefficient: 𝑓
𝑑

0.5
Static friction coefficient: 𝑓

𝑠
0.8

Dynamic friction translation velocity: 𝑉
𝑑

(mm/s) 1.0

Static friction slip velocity: 𝑉
𝑠
(mm/s) 0.1

of every obstacle is 150mm,which is less than the radius of the
wheel, and thewheel rotation speed is 100 deg/s.The technical
parameters of the rocker-bogie suspension are shown in
Table 1. The dynamic performance curve is shown in Figures
7, 8, and 9. The solid red line in the graph describes the
dynamic performance of original configuration; the dashed
blue lines describe the dynamic performance of high-speed
traversal configuration.

The vertical direction of the main body’s Center of Mass
is shown in Figure 6, and the data in Figure 6 is shown in
Table 2. After 12 seconds of simulation run, all six wheels of
the vehicle are engaging obstacles in the rugged topography
of the terrain.
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Figure 7: Yaw, pitch, and roll angular variation of the main body: (a) yaw angular variation of the main body, (b) pitch angular variation of
the main body, and (c) roll angular variation of the main body.

Table 2: Data from the CM’s vertical position variation.

Original conf. High-speed
traversal conf.

Minimum value of CM’s
height (mm) 1420.65 1420.64

Maximum value of CM’s
height (mm) 1525.57 1490.98

CM’s height variation range
(mm) 104.92 70.34

The variation of CM displacement in the process is the
basis of the stability evaluation of all-terrain mobile robots,
which will generally affect the stability of the structure. From
the table, the alterations of CM displacement for original
configuration are one point five times those of high-speed
traversal configuration. Overall, the latter perform better.

The curve of the yaw, pitch, and roll angular variation of
the main body is shown in Figure 7 and the data in Figure 7
is shown in Table 3.

The variation ranges of yaw, pitch, and roll in the process
directly affect the vehicle stability, as the result shows that
the three-variation range is about 50% higher than that of

high-speed mode. The smaller the angle change, the little the
probability that the vehicle will tip over.

The variation of velocity, acceleration, angular velocity,
and angular acceleration of the main body is shown in
Figure 8, and the data in Figure 8 is shown in Table 4.

Through contrast analysis, we can see that the all indica-
tors variation ranges of the rocker-bogie high-speed traversal
configuration are smaller than the one of the rocker-bogie
original configuration, and the curve of the high-speed con-
figuration changes more gently without violent alterations,
while in the curve of the original configuration there exist
significant alterations, whichmay cause the vehicle to tip over.
Thus, we draw the conclusion that the high-speed traversal
configuration is more stable than the original configuration,
making it more suitable for this proposed scenario.

4.2. Simulation Results of Scenario 2. Traversability reflects
the mobile robot’s ability to adapt to significant rough ter-
rains. Mobile robots will be challenged with various obstacles
on the road, with the ones that are perpendicular to the
surface being the most severe. Therefore, the ability of
the mobile robot to overcome vertical obstacles reflects its
traversability capabilities. For this purpose, we developed the
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Figure 8: Velocity, acceleration, angular velocity, and angular acceleration variation of the main body: (a) velocity variation of themain body,
(b) acceleration variation of the main body, (c) angular velocity variation of the main body, and (d) angular acceleration variation of the main
body.

Table 3: Data from yaw, pitch, and roll angular variation.

Original conf. High-speed traversal conf.
Minimum value of yaw angle (∘) −2.65 −1.77
Maximum value of yaw angle (∘) 0.52 0.21
Yaw angle variation range (∘) 3.17 1.98
Minimum value of pitch angle (∘) −4.11 −2.75
Maximum value of pitch angle (∘) 2.03 1.65
Pitch angle variation range (∘) 6.14 4.40
Minimum value of roll angle (∘) −1.76 −1.19

Maximum value of roll angle (∘) 1.63 1.07
Roll angle variation range (∘) 3.39 2.26

terrain shown in Figure 9. Every obstacle is perpendicular
to the ground; the first barrier’s height is 180mm, and then
every barrier’s height is 20mm taller than the previous one.
The technical parameters of the rocker-bogie suspension are
the same as the ones previously mentioned in Section 4.1.

The final state of the simulation is shown in Figure 10.The
high-speed traversal configuration can cross the barrier of

280mm, but the bogie overturned when crossing the barrier
of 300mm; as a result, the robot can no longer go any further.
However, the original configuration can cross the barrier of
400mm without any tipover situation, but the rear wheels
were stuck when climbing the barrier of 420mm.

The distance between the front wheel and the center of
the bogie in the original configuration is longer compared
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Table 4: Data from the velocity, acceleration, angular velocity, and angular acceleration variation.

Original conf. High-speed traversal conf.
Minimum value of velocity (m/s) 0.16 0.29
Maximum value of velocity (m/s) 0.62 0.54
Velocity variation range (m/s) 0.46 0.25
Minimum value of acceleration (m/s2) 0.06 0.33
Maximum value of acceleration (m/s2) 51.61 10.11
Acceleration variation range (m/s2) 51.55 9.78
Minimum value of angular velocity (deg/s) 0.02 0.07
Maximum value of angular velocity (deg/s) 20.65 11.25
Angular velocity variation range (deg/s) 20.63 11.18
Minimum value of angular acceleration (deg/s2) 7.54 21.55
Maximum value of angular acceleration (deg/s2) 1549.71 892.02
Angular acceleration variation range (deg/s2) 1542.17 870.47

Figure 9: Kinematical simulation in scenario 2.

Figure 10: Final state of simulation in scenario 2.

to the one of the high-speed traversal configuration. The
front wheel needs to have a greater force, which leads to
significant variations of the front wheel’s torque, causing
vehicle overturn.We show in Figure 11 the variation of torque
in the front wheel.

As we can see in Figure 11, when the obstacle height
is lower than the wheel radius, the front wheel torques of
the two configurations have differences but they not very
significant. When the obstacle’s height is gradually higher
than the wheel’s radius, the torque differences between the
two configurations become more and more noticeable. The
variation in the high-speed traversal configuration torque
becomes more and more significant and violent; when the
torque variation of the front wheel exceeds a certain limit,
vehicle tipover happens.

Through the analysis from above, it is clear that the
high-speed traversal configuration has better dynamic per-
formance in terrains with minor obstacles, but when it faces
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Figure 11: Torque variation of the frontwheel: (a) torque variation of
the right front wheel and (b) torque variation of the left front wheel.

significant obstacles, especially when the obstacle’s height is
bigger than wheel’s radius, the original configuration has bet-
ter performance than the high-speed traversal configuration,
that is why we need to keep the two modes of operation.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, our works focus on the two fields: (1) analysis
of the dynamic stability margin for high-speed traversal
enhancement of rocker-bogie; (2) kinematical simulation
on the two operating mode of rocker-bogie. The idea, one
rocker-bogie system with two modes of operation, is useful
to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the all-terrain
mobile robots. This structural enhancement can make the
rocker-bogie more adaptable and efficient in situations that
require high-speed traversal or dealing with surfaces that
need a more robust performance over tough obstacles.

As for the future work, we plan to extend our research
to a field experimentations stage, using a testbed vehicle
prototype to contrast and compare the obtained simulation
results with practical observations of the proposed system’s
behavior, aiming to continue strengthening the vehicle’s
stability.
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